
  
The pastoral pictures in the Wanderhome core book can fixate 
players’ imagination on land-based stories in Hæth with 
occasional trips to the shore. An area that’s firmly and 
powerfully connected to the ocean, however, is a strong 
narrative tool that can allow you to explore different emotions 
and themes in your Wanderhome story.  

1. Atoll, p. 2 
2. Barrier Island, p. 3 
3. Volcanic Island, p. 4 

4. Bay, p. 5 
5. Isthmus, p. 6 
6. Estuary, p. 7 
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Atoll 
An atoll is a ring of coral reefs, forming around the edge of a volcanic island which has 
since eroded down below the ocean surface. As the island disappeared only the halo of 
coral is left behind with a calm pool inside. This might be a small ring-shaped break in the 
deep ocean or a sizeable refuge with sun and beaches. 

This place can always... 

 Show a place of shelter from the elements. 
 Hint at something precious under the surface. 
 Ask if someone wants to take a break to go for a swim or take in the sun. 

Give them a token if they join you. 
 
Choose 2 aesthetic elements. 

 Bright Coral Structures 
 Clusters of Palm Trees 
 Crystal Clear Water 
 An Underwater Shrine 
 White Sand Beaches 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

 
Choose 1 folklore about this place. 

 The Song of the Waves 
 The Moon’s Hiding Place 
 The Treasure of Captain Redd 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

  



Barrier Island 
A barrier island forms off the coast as wave action piles up sediments into a long landform. When storms hit, the barrier island 
blocks the worst of the waves from hitting the mainland. Many coastal villages will be located behind barrier islands for 
protection but the island itself can also become home. A barrier island can be challenging as it constantly shifts from erosion 
and new sediments but that slow morphing can also be a comfort to those willing to take a flexible approach to home and life. 

This place can always... 

 Protect someone from danger. 
 Show how things change over time. 
 Ask: “What used to be here?” If they answer, give them a token. 

Choose 2 aesthetic elements. 

 Long Wooden Pier 
 Seashells Hidden in Sand 
 Ropes of Kelp Washed Up 
 Remains of Buildings Destroyed by a Storm 
 Salt-Crusted Flowers 
 Long, Rolling Waves 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

 
Choose 1 folklore about this place. 

 The Hundred Year Storm 
 Island of the Wild Herd 
 The White Ship That Sails Through Time 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

  



Volcanic Island 
When volcanic activity happens under the ocean, the rising volcano can rise above the surface. 
These dramatic cones are some of the most exciting profiles on the horizon and are often 
isolated ecosystems. Settlements on volcanic islands often have long-distance trade routes to 
connect with nearby islands but they also contend with eruptions that reshape the island 
and destroy homes and vegetation. Volcanic islands are places of destruction and rebirth. 

This place can always... 

 Create something new and dramatic. 
 Turn pain into strength. 
 Ask: “What is a burning desire you feel?” If they answer, give them a token. 

Choose 2 aesthetic elements. 

 Black Sand Beaches 
 New Flowers On Top of Basalt 
 Ruins Encased in Cooled Rock 
 Rich Soils 
 Clouds of Bright Butterflies. 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

Choose 1 folklore about this place. 

 The Fish That Became Stone 
 Bag of Eight Winds 
 The Island’s Heart 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

  



Bay 
Where a coastline dips in to create a sheltered bay, sea creatures as well as ships can find a safe 
place to rest and recuperate. Bays are sites of trade and industry but also the crossroads of the 
oceans with ships, fish, and other animals arriving together and mingling. 

This place can always... 

 Protect someone. 
 Create a chance meeting. 
 Ask: “Will you watch the waves with me?” If they say yes, give them a token. 

Choose 2 aesthetic elements. 

 Crowded Docks 
 Rocky Headlands 
 Clusters of Fishing Boats 
 A Seaside Market 
 Shelter from Breezes 
 Burrowing Sandflies 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

Choose 1 folklore about this place. 

 The Lost Fleet 
 The Slumbering Leviathan 
 The Secret Cave 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

  



Isthmus 
An isthmus is a thin piece of land connecting two larger land masses, a bridge of solid ground with 
water to either side. The isthmus might be small enough to watch both shorelines as you walk along, or 
miles wide so that it takes most of a day to cross. Whatever their size, isthmuses are 
connections. They are natural bridges that allow kith travel to travel more easily and 
bring their lives and stories along with them. 

This place can always... 

 Build relationships. 
 Provide a way through a situation. 
 Ask: “Where does this path lead?” If they answer, give them a token. 

Choose 2 aesthetic elements. 

 Strong Winds 
 Rugged Heights 
 A Trade Road 
 Wide Beaches 
 A Line of Watchtowers 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

Choose 1 folklore about this place. 

 The White Dog and the Black Dog 
 Chasing the Moon 
 The Winds’ Quarrel 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

  



Peninsula 
Sticking out into the ocean, peninsulas are a landform which extends ground out into a very different environment. Like an 
arm reaching out or a kith venturing somewhere new, peninsulas are solid ground with water on nearly all sides. They are 
more similar to islands in many ways, although it’s still possible to walk from the mainland out onto the 
peninsula. The home of ports, mangrove forests, powerful storms, and brackish waters, peninsulas 
are places of both challenge and beauty where unfamiliar risks can lead to unexpected 
experiences. 

This place can always... 

 Offer a chance for a wider view. 
 Reach out with support. 
 Ask: “Will you try something new?” If they say yes, give them a token. 

Choose 2 aesthetic elements. 

 Thick Swamps or Bogs 
 Rival Port Communities 
 A Constant Seabreeze 
 Migrating Swarms 
 Ancient Sundials 
 Overgrown Forts 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 

Choose 1 folklore about this place. 

 The Two Fox Princesses 
 Glade of Wooden Fairies 
 The Healing Fountain 
 Something Else of Your Own Invention 
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